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The US INTOR phase 1 effor in the plasma heating
area is described. Positive ion based sources extra-
polated from present day technology are proposed. The
sources operate at 175 keV beam energy for 6 s. Five
injectors — plus one spare — inject 75 MK. Feam energ
souTce size, interface, radiation hardening, and many
other studies are summarized.

I. Introduction

The international tokamak reactor (INTOR) was
proposed as an international cooperative effort and
started in 1979 with workshops. This phase 0 effort

j was completed in December of that year. Both rf and
• neutral beam injection were considered in phase 0.
j Neutral beam injection (NBI) was selected because of
• its proven performance and rf was retained as an
| alternate. For the last 1-1/2-years the Fusion Engi-
neering Design Center (FEDC) has supported the concep-
tual design effort in the US (see Reference [1]).

The INTOR concept is an ignited tokamak device
producing 620 M*> . . Figures 1 and 2 show the plan
and elevation view of the INTOR fitted with 5 neutral
beam injectors. Kha-_ sctr. this concept apart from
present experimental d1 ices is the need for high duty
factor operation in a neutron environment. The radia-
tion environment precludes contact maintenance and
necessitates the use of large shields around the
injectors. Each beam line injects about 15 MK of
neutral power into the plasma for 6 s. The full
energy portion (^OI) is at a beam energy of 175 keV.
Six positive-ion-based sources per beamline are planne<
to operate with direct recovery. An all-energies
efficiency of 55°» is estimated.

This paper is divided into 3 parts. It begins
with a summary of the problem, briefly describes
the design and finishes with highlighting the studies
and trade-off options.

II. Engineering Problems

Table 1 specifies the performance requirements,
environment and interface constraints for the plasma
heating system design. Note that the only functional
requirement is bulk heating; this wakes the choice of
positive ion based beams the most likely. A comparison
Kith TFTR parameters is shown to point up the technolog;
challenges of INTOR. Beyond these component developmen'
problems are those of the beamline design. The heat
transfer problems are significantly greater than any
present day design because of the longer pulse, higher
duty factor and higher power required. Availability-
is "to be specified," however, an allocation of 0.8S
was made in an availability analysis.1 This level of
availability is a problem because of the accompanying
ligh machine availability {i.e., there is little or no
scheduled down tine for routine maintenance). Also,
;xtended (^8:1) maintenance times are required for
remote maintenance on activated components accompanied
>y some amount of tritium. Reduced mean time between
-ailures is expected due to radiation damage of components.
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One interface constraint is the toroidal field
coil window size. With the thick nuclear shielding
called for, the penetration size and/or injection
angles are limited. The tokamak fuel change means the
beamline must operate with both H and D. Finally, the
number of injectors and the maximum power density
constrains the size of the beamline.

Table 1. Major factors driving the XBI design

ISTOR TFTR

Requirements

Function
Performance
a. energy (keV)
b. power (MK)
c. angle (degree)

d. ion fraction
e. pulse length (s)
f. availability

Interface constraints

Number of injectors
Nuclear shield thick-
ness (m)

Nuclear shield
material

Power density (Mf/cnT)
Tokamak geometry
Tokamak fuel

Environment
_ • > . 1

Neutron flux (m "s )

Bulk heating

175
75
16

1
10
0.88

4-6

0.8

<2-3

II early phase
D-T final phase

Same

120
'-30
0 to tan-
gential

Same
1.5

.3.3 * 10
20

Same

Small

III. Design Features of the 1NTOR NBI System

Figures 1 and 2 show the plan and elevation views
of the neutral beam injectors interfacing with the
1NT0R. The total NB] system is composed of five sets
of equipment, each having an injector, power supplies
and ancillary equipment, ftily the injectors are lo-
cated in the room with the tokamak. The transformer-
rectifiers for the high voltage beam supplies (HVBS)
are in transformer yards that are remote from the
reactor building. Low voltage, high current power
supplies (arc and filament) and the HVBS modulators
are located just outside the reactor building where
hands-on-maintenance can be done safety. The ancillary
equipment list includes: instrumentation and control
(ISC), roughing pumps, cryogenic refrigeration system,
and water cooling. Because the roughing pumps can
contain tritim, they are located outside the room
with the tokamak but within the reactor building. The
other ancillary components are outside the building.
All pipes and ducts are fitted with double valves to
assure tritium containment. To avoid ground loop
noise and provide high voltage isolation for the I6C
equipment, fiber optics are used to transmit, monitor
and control data to and from the injector.

Figure 3 shows the components of the NBI. Sur-
rounding each of the injectors is a nuclear shield.
This can be viewed as an extension of the vacuum vessel
bulk shield around the NBI penetration. It is approzi-
itely 1-m thick and composed of stainless steel,

lead, and boron carbide. This enclosure is fitted
•dth access panels on the top, sides and back to
illow servicing of injector components. The nuclear
shield is a self-supporting structure so that the
injector can be separated from this heavy shield for removal
to the hot cell.
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In the injector, six positive ion sources (175
keV, deuterium, 60 A) are arranged in two stacks of
three. The center-to-center source spacing is 100 cm.
Since the inter and intra beam cross overs arc located
in the center of the drift duct, about 10 meters away,
the beams are separated by 6°. Each beam has a
divergence of 1.5° (half width — half maximum). A
rectangular vacuum vessel penetration (1.2 m high by
1.0m wide) is configured to be compatible with this
beam configuration and the quasi-rectangular shape of
the toroidal field coil (TFC) window. When 1 m thick-
ness of nuclear shielding is added around this drift
duct, and the injector is positioned so as to inject
at the maximum angle, the one stack of beams is at 16°
and the other at 22° with respect to the radial positi(
reference to the plasma edge.

Each source has its own neutralizer cell which is
cooled by a serpentine coil around the outside. A
supplemental gas supply is fed by a manifold which
allows optimization gas flows and pressure for beam
efficient*" and neutralisation. Kith thv direct recovci
approach shown in Fi£. 4, all of the fracti:--' 1 en?r:
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components and 40s of the full energy components not
neutralized are deposited (thernialized) on the gas
cell walls. This is a heat load corresponding to 20
MJ per pulse. The balance (60%) of the full energy
ions are slowed down to the boost \'oltage and steered
onto the ion collector by the bending magnet. This is
a little over a 2 MJ load on the collector.

The neutral particle beam passes through a baffle
which serves to compartmentalize the .VBI box. Separate
cryopanels in each compartment create a differential
pumping approach to handling the large amount of gas
(̂ 72 Td/s) while maintaining \rery low pressure (M x io
in the drift duct compartment.

In the transition section (Fig. 5), the beams
pass by calorimeters set into the wall which can be
positioned (pneumatically) to intercept the beam for
test. A double set of \'alves is used, one fast — on
the tokamak side of the interface - one absolute on
the NBI side. This latter valve contains the tritium
within the NBI during transport to the hot cell. There
is a neutron shutter positioned in the drift duct (see
Figs. 1 and 2). This attenuates the neutron flux
1000:1 during the burn portion of the cycle.

IV. Studies

Some of the major trade studies done on the NBI
system design were: ion source sizing, NBl/tokamak
interface, cryopumping, ion deposition, species mix,
beam energy, shinethrough, and nuclear shielding.
Fhere were also workshops on high energy beams and
remote maintenance in which the INTOR NBI was considerei
[n these studies, the general criteria for selection
<as based on cost (capital and operating, i.e., NBI
jfficiency), technological risk (assuming INTOR would
je built in the next ten years) and impact on ov.her
subsystems on the tokamak. Performance was held
:onstant at the specification level. Many of these
studies were done with the assistance of the ETF.VB
omputer code.2 Because there were so many parameters
o optimize at the outset, it was found to be more
onvenient to use the baseline iteration approach.
"he initial parameter set was chosen and then one
arameter was varied to determine the impact. Initial1
:ive beamlines were chosen and the number of sources
raried. The results are shown in Fig. 5. From a
ost, efficiency and wall (drift duct and scraper) loadi
tandpoint a smaller number of sources is preferred,
lowever, as can be seen, the source size increases
apidly as the number decreases. Based on the TFTR
ource development, the stored energy of sources at
current levels above '"45 A (for INTOR1 s beam energy)
starts to be a concern because of possible damage
during a spark down. Another problem with fewer —
larger sources is availability. A system with a small
number of large sources degrades more rapidly in the
event of source failure.

For the interface trade study, the number of
beamlines, maximum injection angle and size of the
tokamak penetrations were traded off. There was
obvious benefit in reducing the number cf beamlines
from 5 to 4. because of the criticality of space around
the tokamak. Table 2 shows a comparison of the two
cses. From a parochial NBI standpoint, the S beam-
line design was preferred. However, considering the
impact on other subsystems the choice would be 4
beamlines since the space needed for plasma heating
would be reduced by ̂ 20%.

Injection angle, drift duct shielding and drift
duct size were traded. The drift duct size vs efficie cy
function was plotted and the 1.2 m by 1.0 m was chosen
because it was at the "knee" of the curve. Assuming
these dimensions and 80 cm of shield thickness the
maximum injection angles were 16° and 22* for the two
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Table 2. Summary of number of beamline
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Full energy efficiency
All energy efficiency
Cost (B$)
Prime power (GK)
Unrecovered power (MIV)
Current/source (A)
Intercepted power (MK)/BL
Pumping speed (Mx/s)/BL

Source size (cm") 9

Power density (kh'/cm")
Power per NBI (MW)
;ryopumps _
b) area m

1) drift region
2) gas cell region

Species mix
b) power fraction

beam lines

0.22
0.35
0.0S2

0.21
20.0
68
0.82
8.1

16 " 32
1.56
18.7

64.0
30.0

0.62,0.28,0.1

tradeoff

5 beam lines

0.22
0.35
0.088

0.21
16.1
54.9
0.665
6.667

15 x 29
1.25
15.0

50.0
28.0

0.62,0.28,
0.1

stacks. (Subsequent to this study, the nuclear shield
study report recommended 100 cm of shielding. This
could be accommodated by backing off on either effi-
ciency or injection angle.) Ion deposition trade
studies contrasted ion dumps with the direct recovery
approach. There is an obvious benefit in full energy
efficiency (.22 vs .13) of adding direct recovery.
There are other real benefits however in the beamline
design. Kith direct recovery the ion dump design
problem is circumvented, the space required for ion
dumps is illuminated and beamline cooling is required.
The ion fraction mix impacted less results this study.
Figure 6 compares a mix of the 90/5/5 at a direct
recovery efficiency of 90% with the baseline mix and
efficiency of 80/12/8 at 60%. At 175 keV the baseline
has slightly higher (y7%) cost and the fraction of
full energy power is only about 65% compared to 78%
for the better performance case. However, the baseline
performance is based on present technology expectations.
Figure 6 also compares performance and cost over a
range of beam energies. Here, there was no clear
choice except to say that lower energy beams were more
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cost effective and reliable. Development risks and
costs rise rapidly with beam energy. The physics
implications of lower energy beams have been studied3

(the TMB N'BI task team1* concluded that the maximum
practical energy was ^200 keVj.

The nuclear studies were started on earlier pro-
grams fTN~i, l£TFj and completed in support of the 1NT0I
Detailed .inalyses of the nuclear shield can be found
in Reference [1], In addition to these studies the
need for a neutron shvittcr was studied. Without the
shutter the neutron flucncc increases ''-OS:!. This
increase is expensive in terms of cryogenic heat load
(2 to 5 kK per beamline). An approach using separate
small drift ducts for each source was evaluated. It •
was determined that the neutron flux on the source
was reduced (6.4:1) and the total flux in the N31 box
was only slightly reduced ("v5°). These advantages
did not compensate sufficiently for the added compli-
cation and increase in the size of the interface and
hence the shared drift duct was retained.

Cryogenic pumping studies pointed up the advantages
of differential pumping and confirmed the choice of
cryocondensation pumps. The total cryopanel surface
area was reduced from around 200 sq m to ^7S sq ra
differential pumping. This is a significant savings
because the CTyopumping aTea is a driver in sizing the
NBI box. Figure 7 shows the tradeoff of allocating a
larger portion of the gas flow to the higher pressure
gas cell chamber.

V. Conclusions

The INTOR NBI design problem is difficult because
of two factors, namely: (1) a high-beam-energy, long
on-time requirement well beyond those of present de-
signs and (2) operation and maintenance in a high radi;
tion fluence environment. Injectors fitted with
direct recovery must be developed assuming all mainten;
is done remotely. Trade studies have shown the benefi1

I in terms of direct cost, efficiency and risk in going
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to lower beam energy and power. Beyond the component
development for high beam energy and duty factors, the
most critical task remaining is to develop the detail
of the XB injector system for high availability
(i.e., long times between failures and short repair
times!. Unfortunately there is little or no data base
on failure rates and repair times in a radiation
environment. These Factors are highly design dependent
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